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ABSTRACT

Mustapha Pacha healthcare facility is one of the most important structure of the sanitary history in Africa. Its stratification goes back to the 19th century. Both of its location in the urban heart of the capital of Algeria and its architectural composition are strategic characteristics of its longevity. But in 2015, some political will pointed out the necessity to demolished the entire hospital. A Utopia due to the complexity of the structure and to economic issues. The study aims to reveal the different heritage scale values of the hospital which characterize it as a preserved and as a functional hospital. Those values are part of the urbanity of the city, its architectural criteria and the medical history. Multi-scalar values are the urban value, the architectural value, the collective value, the scientific value, and the value of belonging. The results aim first to point out the importance of Mustapha Pacha healthcare facility as a building heritage due to its contribution to architectural, human, medical, surgical and technical development. Secondly, it exposes healthcare facilities possibility to be valorized and protected as a built heritage. It also has direct practical implications such as to be an academic base for future researches aiming to understand 20th century healthcare facilities organization and values in general and the Mustapha Pacha hospital as a specific architectural object. The regrouped information is also a deep data collection never done before in order to understand the hospital and can promote heritage’ file submission proposition.
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Muhammadia: Bucharest Medical Institution is one of the most important facilities in the health system. It is located in Bucharest City, and its design and architectural features reflect the historical and cultural value of the city.

The current objective of the study is to highlight the importance of the Mustapha Pacha Hospital in Algiers at various scales. The hospital has a long and rich history, but its condition has deteriorated significantly in recent years. The study aims to assess the possibility of restoring the hospital to its original state and to evaluate its potential as a cultural heritage site.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mustapha Pacha healthcare facility is one of the first built healthcare structure in Africa (Saouillet, 1955). It constitutes a rich sanitary history from the Ottoman period to the actual contemporary world, but till today, it has rarely been studied through architectural researches. Its architectural data is divided between the archives of Algeria and France and its building structure is fragmented between oral and written history. Its first available plan is dated on 1854 but testimonies of its creation dates of 1851 (Bodichon, 1851). It exposes the organization of the wards to receive the French injured military corps during the different wars (Saouillet, 1955). Its strategic implementation near the coast and in the Algiers’ heart city center made it one of the most important sanitary structure till nowadays. But due to hospitals’ life cycle in general and regarding the continuous development of influent factors (such as medical’ technologies, industrial revolution, demographic growth and human’ comfort assessment and appraisals) it requires more internal spaces and different spatial organizations (« Grandeur et décadence de l’hôpital Mustapha », s. d.; liberte-algerie.com, s. d.). Since the 70th the Algerian government worked on a national strategy for both qualitative and quantitative healthcare system that involves the planning of hospitals and the rehabilitation of the structures currently in existence. But due to both the huge surface of the country and to a lack of the inclusion of architectural perspective, in 2015, the ministry of health of Algeria has exposed the aim to build a new healthcare structure projection for the Mustapha Pacha hospital instead of its rehabilitation (« Le nouveau centre hospitalier universitaire d’Alger », s. d.; « University Hospital Center Alger », s. d.).

No information has been presented about the Mustapha Pacha ancient structure reuse or demolition but the main objective of the project was to offer users more humanized and adaptable spaces and till today, the project never began due to economic issues and to the dependent economic budget of hospitals (Kaddar, 1988; Mezouaghi, 2015). The controversial projection offered this research the opportunity to look forward to expose the Mustapha Pacha original values and potential as an ancient structure. Healthcare facilities are a specific architectural concern in practice and research (Ulrich, 2006). From the modern period to nowadays, architects’ goal is to make them functional, humanized and concerned about future developments, regarding all their complex missions (Lankford et al., 2003). The role of the "machine à guérir" (Foucault et al., 1979) is to make children as comfortable as in their house and to make elder people as confident, relaxed and in contact with nature in order to keep them connected to the world and to feel part of it development and continuity (Inouye et al., 2000). Through multidisciplinary studies, it has been proved that the impact of a built healthcare structure on users is important (Rajendran, Gambatese, & Behm, 2009). Environmental components and evidence based design have to improve users’ outcomes. The evaluation of space is fundamental to understand both users’ need and how architects can improve it. Even the green building need to be evaluated in order to create continuous healing design. It is important to evaluate healthcare facilities from different periods and to evaluate users’ satisfaction to see how much architecture contribute to the well-being of hospitalized persons, even if it is an ancient structure (Paul & Taylor, 2008).

It is commonly known that heritage is the common material or immaterial wealth of a group. In architecture, it regroups monuments, natural and urban sites. Palaces, theatre or houses are part of heritage but it is not really common to find healthcare facilities. The Art Deco San Pau hospital of Barcelona (Marsili, 2014) and the Otto Wagner Hospital of Vienna (« Heritage Alert: Otto-Wagner-Hospital, Steinhof, Vienna - International Council on Monuments and Sites », s. d.) are part of the UNESCO heritage list (Centre, s. d.) but both are facing difficult phases due to management issues. The Children’s University Hospital of Niño Jesús 1879 which is part of the national monument list (de Rojas et al., 2004). Being part of the international or the national heritage list offer the possibility to valorize and optimize the interest regarding healthcare structures. Among the main elements of selection to protect a monument, the UNESCO exposes clear and organized criteria. Among those criteria, values play a major role. Francoise Choay (1992) expresses values through different scales. They can differ from a structure to another. She also expose the negative impact of "patrimonialisation"
that can damage the architecture through excessive exploitation as tourism (Choay, 1992). Protecting a structure can also limit its use under the heritage law (Zeroual, 1998) and that is why this study do not aim to make the Mustapha Pacha as an architectural inventory but to highlight its values in order to expose its importance and impact both the architectural and healthcare field.

2 METHODOLOGY

The overall method consists to analyze the historical, urban and architectural data collection of the hospital to understand its historical stratigraphy, its actual spatial organization and use under values which can be a basic research to promote the importance of the building (Choay, 1992) and its contribution to sanitary heritage at a local or an international scale.

The observation was also an important tool to understand some architectural facts. The values are exposed through argumentative findings under 5 main values: the urban value, the architectural value, the collective value, the cognitive value, the value of the place names and the belonging value. Those values are part of the contribution to the comprehension of the building and its protection under a sensorial rehabilitation and sustainability. For a long term impact, those values are contributors of the sustainability, the "patrimonialisation" (Di Méo, 2007) and the sensory rehabilitation of ancient healthcare facilities.

3 RESULTS

The data collection findings reveal a rich architectural stratification of the hospital. The available data exposes the development of the construction of Mustapha Pacha through more than 168 years. The first plan is from 1854 and shows how the hospital was partly a civic and a military structure at the same time (« Alger, ville & architecture 1830-1940 », s. d.). The regrouped historical data expose how architects, urbanists and scientists has contributed to the Mustapha Pacha healthcare development in Algeria.

The urban interaction between the hospital and the city of Algiers is fundamental and constitute one of the "urbanity" of Algiers (Picard, 1997). In fact, the surface of 14 hectares of the hospital is in the heart of the capital and forms an urban park for the neighborhood and a urban shortcut for daily urban use (Fig. 1) The double (internal and external) urbanity and the centrality of the structure offers the possibility to live the space freely but in a controlled way.

The findings expose 5 main important values for the hospital structured from the urban scale to the architectural scale and from the immaterial value to the material value. Each value exposes the impact of the construction to develop healthcare and healthcare design.

3.1 THE URBAN VALUE

Mustapha Pacha implantation is located in the heart of the first extension of the urbanism of Algiers. It is part of the main central districts of the city and is integrated to the daily urban life. As far as the hospital exists its urbanity is part of the urbanity city of Algiers. The complex is in the heart of three main districts of Algiers: The Champs de Manoeuvre of Algiers, The Hassiba Benbourali main district and the Messonier district. The different accessibility points offer the fluidity of the city through the hospital. In fact, connections are direct through the hospital' internal road structures and offers the inhabitant of Algiers to use the internal roads of the hospital as shortcuts to have direct access to the lower or the higher point of the city. The connectivity of the hospital to the city urban word offers the possibility to create direct relations and to promote the central garden of the hospital as an opportunity for the neighborhood' citizens to interact inside the hospital and for the users of the hospital to interact with external people. Offering social possibility exchange inside a healthcare facility is a positive strategy for positive outcomes (Douglas & Douglas, 2004).
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![Fig. 1 The internal and the external urbanity of the Mustapha Pacha hospital](image)

3.2 THE ARCHITECTURAL VALUE

The history of the hospital construction is a testimony of the stratification of important architect of the two different centuries as GuiAuchain Jules Voinot or Xavier Salvador (Aiche, 2003) through different periods (Fig. 2). Besides the different period of the hospital building we can observe an open book exposing architecture from the 19th till the 21th century (Fig. 2).
Architecture values can be evaluated at different levels from macro to micro. From the plan organization to the unit interaction with the external spaces. From a macro observation, each building has a specific composition of wards. The external spaces of transition composed of roads and greenery spaces form indirectly spaces of meetings and relaxation. The ward’ composition and its complexity offers the services an adaptable space to receive inpatients even if the increasing number of population makes space use satisfaction sometimes impossible. Beside the matter of management, the structures are aging rapidly than expected. The architecture of wards is planned to answer user’s needs of the 21st century but with a less number and more strategic management. The architectural details and technical elements composing the space are one of the most performing during the 1950 (Chantiers, 1950).

The Medical Infantile Unit build in 1883 than in 1948 (considered as the first children hospitals in Africa) is a major testimonial of space organization and internal interaction through its central elevator for daily management and function use. The spaces are all connected vertically and horizontally by physical connections: the elevator is the main important first vertical connection as stairs and a central hoist load which insure and coordinate the eaten service in the hospital. The Children chirurgical service during the 1950 has one of the most developed technologies to insure child security and well-being inside the service. It also offers pathways’ distinction of users in a hospital which is an important layout management preoccupation in healthcare facilities (Hanne, Melo, & Nickel, 2009).
3.3 THE COLLECTIVE VALUE

The Algerian communities cannot divide the city of Algiers from the hospital Mustapha Pacha regarding its national scale impact, its influence and its importance. It is part of the society references of the medical field in Algeria. Medical students come from all the cities in order to try to be formed in this prestigious university hospital center (Boufenara & Labi, 2009). Besides, inpatients come from all over the country to look for a bed inside the hospital as a reference in medical treatment and fellowship.

3.4 THE SCIENTIFIC VALUE

The hospital has formed since 1854 the first Algerian modern doctors, surgeons and scientists of different fields such as pharmaceutical or biological researchers. It is considered to be one of the most renowned hospitals for medical, surgical and paramedical training in Algeria centuries after. The hospital has also a national users’ impact. The Mustapha Pasha hospital is the only medical school during the French colonial period that opened in 1854. The greatest researchers of the 20th century have been formed inside its walls and inside the main amphitheater.

The botanist Jules Aimé Battandler who documents the Algerian flora by his research publications. Jean Baptiste Paulin Trolard major figure in the history of anatomy and medicine has been formed in the heart of the hospital Mustapha in 1856 and later he found the first institute of pharmaceutical research Pasteur. Jean Marie Trolard, offer to the science after his graduation from the hospital contribute by his research on anatomy: "la veine cérébrale anastomotique supérieure ou veine de Trolard" (Stam, 2005), "le ligament costo-lamellaire de Trolard", The « loi de Trolard » (Bussière, 1895) and « les chevrons de Trolard ». He contributed also by his botanical knowledge by publishing on Algeria' forest. Even during the Algerian resistance (from 1954-1962) the hospital formed doctors who believed in the independence of Algeria and contributed for its freedom such as Pierre CHAULET (Pablos-Méndez et al., 1998).

3.5 THE VALUE OF BELONGING (LA VALEUR D'APPARTENANCE)

The Name of the hospital is part of the history of the urban site and of the history of Algeria. Mustapha Pacha was an ottoman leader who marked the history of the country. The location of the hospital is one of the Mustapha Pacha’ gardens. Located in a green area it was not the best place to implant a hospital after the donation of these 14 hectares of lands.

The greenery aspect of the hospital is an evidence but offering the lower part of the garden is a strategic choice rather than a sanitary one: The purpose was to be the closest to the sea to transport soldiers quickly. The hygienic aspect of the hospital was not an evidence till the development of the construction materials and the hygienic medical movement (Bodichon, 1851). The variety and the green space is an opportunity to explore and connect the indoor spaces with the outdoor protected spaces of the hospital.

4 DISCUSSION

The results have a direct impact in practice. The values of the hospitals offer an urban and an architectural lecture of space at macro scales only but with deeper exploration more values will be exposed. Exploring the different tangible and intangible values characterizing the hospital and its singularity in order to expose its strategic role in the city and for architecture is an innovative approach to express how valuable the modern hospital architecture principles are in Algeria.

It is also an opportunity to point out a field that is not explored in Algeria by architects. Healthcare structures is a hard design that need multiple reflections and projections. The Rehabilitation Center “Groot Klimmendaal” in the Netherlands for example, took more than 9 years of projections before its construction but offers multiple evidence based design concepts and a humanized architecture. The method of this study is composed of two
major steps: historical data collection about the building to understand its composition and evolution and to understand its history never studied before. Those values offer some design’ tracks of the Mustapha Pacha:

- the urbanity of the hospital is a matter of social interaction;
- the layout and planning organization is a hygienic and a safety matter;
- the greenery implantation offers psychological healing and a regeneration opportunity for the users of the hospital;
- almost two centuries of healthcare material and immaterial values needs to be valorized and promoted to maintain motivational medical development and to think about architectural reuse of space and rehabilitation in a sustainable way;
- healthcare architecture is a complex field that needs to assure multidisciplinary functions in the same bubble: housing, working, discovering, teaching, treating, operating, training, forming, discussing, maintaining, interacting and healing. A small city with multi-criteria of functional and emotional human’ state;
- architects have to think about ancient structure reuse in order to insure a sufficient development and environmental protection.

5 CONCLUSION

The objective of this paper is the promotion of the healthcare structure as a discipline of specialized architecture in Algeria. It aims also to point out the necessity to think about the rehabilitation of the ancient structures following sensorial and evidence based design strategies. The planet cannot handle more consumption of natural spaces and energies. Architects need to think about the reuse of ancient structures of the 19th century and to regenerate the space through humanized design. The study offers practical use for NGOs defending the heritage field in Algeria a basic of academic knowledge regarding Mustapha Pacha values.

This study can promote a submission folder for a "patrimonialization" or building protection demands. It also offers the academic field original historical document and architectural data. The values exposed are not the definitive values for the Mustapha Pacha or another healthcare facility. The context of the building, its history and its use are the main elements which can offer perspective of defining ancient building values. Those are only the results of an investigation of 4 years of data collection and maybe more data could be found in France (Regarding the archive problematic of Algeria divided between the countries).
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